
Track Feedback
Song: Doing It

Listen to the Song that this track feedback is for➡ HERE

Initial Impressions

Overall the track is catch and has a lot of potential. Overall, the track could be a little
fuller, there could be some minor changes in the mix, and some layering on your sounds
and you could have a banger on your hands.

Chords, Melodies, & Harmonies

The foundation of your musical ideas are solid but could use a bit of a tune up. The main
piano that you have going through the track could use some slight changes. You could try
adding in passing tones.

More harmonies could be added to the song to fill it out musically. In your verses and
choruses, you could have pads or some type of arp. Even a synth that plays a few notes
every 4 bars or so could work well.

There are a few minor changes as well that are explaning in the arrangement section.

Arrangement

Overall the arrangement is great. It fits the Pop electronic mold and the track keeps
moving throughout the entire arrangement. Here are some tweaks that are needed to
the arrangement:

Intro & Build
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The intro and verse could have more instrumentation such as a harmony to make it
sound fuller. The piano is playing simple chords, which works, but needs something else
to accompany it musically as it progresses into the verse/build. You could add in a a pad
or a bass here. Have the pad play the notes in the piano or have them play inversions of
the chords or add 7th and 8th notes to spice it up.

Drop/Chorus 1
The drop sounds a bit empty. There are 2 main things you can do to make this sound
fuller.

1. Add in a snare instead of a clap or layer a snare on top of the clap for more power.
2. Layering. The low mid range (300 Hz to 2kHz) could have a little more weight to it

musically. One thing you could do is add a mid bass layer to the low bass that is
playing. Also, you could layer the kalimba percussion sound you have playing with
a synth to really make it pop. If you add a synth here, be sure to add a transient
shaper to the synth and really accentuate the attack so it gives that rhythm like
the kalimba perc does.

On the second part of the drop, you could change the pattern of the kalimba perc
slightly by adding a few high notes to signify progression and add interest in the track.
Just changing a few notes around will have a big impact.

Verse
The piano could use layering. You could layer a high cut filtered saw wave playing the
bass notes and/or add another synth/piano/other instrument that plays similar notes to
the piano midi. You could even have multiple instruments play different parts of the
piano midi to create a richer fuller sound.

The vocal is such a big part of the song. Try adding in more vocal fx here. Delayed,
reverb, EQd, and distorted vocals with cut up pieces of the main vocal will work well
here.

Breakdown/Build
Add more transition fx and build fx to create more tension. It is a bit thin. Also, try
adding fx on the piano as the build up progresses. You could add modulation fx such as a
chorus or phaser.
The piano cuts off a bit too early in the pre drop. Let the last chords release play for
longer.

Drop/Chorus 2
Same as feedback as first Drop

Breakdown



Try bringing the musical elements more towards the front of the mix. They seem a bit
buried in the background. Simple volume adjustments will work here.

Drop/Chorus 3
Try mixing in the piano a bit better. It seems to clutter up the mix a bit. Try sidechaining
it some more.

Also, the tips for Drop/Chorus 1 can also be applied here.

Mix

The mix is solid but needs two main fixes:
1. Too much Sub Bass: The sub bass is really too loud in the mix (20 hz to 90 hz). This

is not only eating away at the headroom of your track, but its also taking choking
the entire mix. None of the other elements are able to breathe. Just reduce the
volume of the sub and you will hear the difference.

2. Fill out the mix. Overall the mix is a little thin. The elements don’t quite pop out
and fill out the frequency spectrum as well as they could. This really comes down
to adding more layers to the sounds that you already have. The steps needed to
take for the layering were mentioned in the arrangement section.

Sound Design

The sound design in the track works well for this style of track. No crazy sound design is
needed here. It really comes back to the layering of your sounds to make the track
sound fuller and give more interest to the track.

One potential change here would be to the vocal. More processing can be done to the
vocal to really make it stand out. Copy your vocal twice. On both of the layers, add a
pitch shifter and pitch one layer up 12 semitones and one down 12 semitones. Then mix
in these layers with your main vocal so they are barely noticeable. Then pan them to the
left and right around 30%. This will help with the fuller mix.

Master



The mastering of your track could use a little adjusting. Overall the track is a bit too loud.
The track is currently sitting at -8.8 LUFS. A majority of the time, you will want your LUFS
to be at -10.

Spotify will reduce the song to -14 LUFS on playback but you still want to have some
limiting for a pop electronic track, just not a ton as this could negatively affect the
dynamics of your track.  Also, the ceiling of your track is a bit too high. You will want to
have it at -1 db so no distortion is introduced when being streamed.

Finally, you could use a bit more high end in the master. As mentioned, you need to also
turn down the sub in the track. It would be best to do this in the mix.
Here are some of the changes made to the master, so you can get an idea of what your
track could sound like with these changes.

🎵Listen to changes to the track

You can hear that track is now much more open and breathing and your musical ideas
come through much more!

Thanks again for purchasing track feedback from me! If you need feedback on more of
your tracks, you can get 15% off your next purchase, by using the code FEEDBACK at the
checkout!

Get more Track Feedback
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